how it is unique is difficult to demonstrate due to lack of the detailed structures of PrP loop(57-62) (Fig 1C, left inset) and, once it occurred, the local structure was stabilized. (Fig 2E, G84L, Run 1-3) . The results were similar to those of another destabilizing mutation G84I 127 (Fig 2E, G84I) , which we reported elsewhere [24] . 128 We noticed that the flipping of side chains of Ile84 occurs as early as immediately after energy minimization
129
( Supplementary Fig S1A) . Even before energy minimization, side chains of Leu84 and Ile84 were placed toward (Fig 3A, G84M , Before) and maintained the positions also after energy minimization (Fig 3A, After) .
133
To make the initial status same, we created another set of and subjected them to MD simulations (Supplementary Fig S1B) . After the remodeling by SCWRL4 based on the 136 energy-minimized α Syn(G84M), the side chains of Leu84 or Ile84 of chains A-E still similarly positioned as in the 137 old modeling (Fig 3B, red circle) and those of chains F-J maintained the same initial position as those of 138 α Syn(G84M) (Fig 3B, blue circle) . In the following MD simulation, only in 5 ns, differences between α Syn(G84M), 139 α Syn(G84I) and α Syn(G84L) amyloids were more accentuated, and they behaved similarly as in the 400-ns 140 simulations, as reflected in hydrophobic contact diagrams (Fig 3C) (Fig 3D, G84I , Run 1), in the following 100 ns, the loop and adjacent structures 147 substantially disordered (Fig 3E, red circle) and some side chains flipped (Fig 3E, lower panel) . We also Influences of G84F and G84A, which both lack Cβ branching but are different in lengths of side chains.
156
To assess influences of length of side chains on the local structures, we performed short MD simulations of inner space of the β -arch (Fig 2E, G84M, 
